THE WAR-TIME TECH

With the declaration of war the undergraduate board of the A. & M. Institute saw an opportunity for extended usefulness of which it promptly took advantage by planning to publish twice a week during the summer all the news of the activities of the Institute, whether strictly Technology affairs or not, as well as such news as could be obtained from Machias, Pittsburg and Washington. So successful were their first issues that The Washington Bureau and the Alumni Advertising Manager decided to use it as the official news organ of the Alumni as well as of the undergraduates.

The Technology Review, which termed The War-Time Tech "a notable piece of undergraduate journalism," says: "All Alumni who have been following the issues of The War-Time Tech cannot help but recognize that here is work far superior to the ordinary run of college journalism and one which deserves the title of 'professional' in the best sense of the word. The Tech wants to reach every alumnum in the country or outside, for only in this way will the large body of men interested still be reached. The Technology men are doing their best to follow it shyly and thereby find opportunity to cooperate." Beginning with the New Year, The Technology Review will be issued quarterly only, and will be published at the usual dates for the large numbers. The small monthly numbers, which have proved useless for immediate news value and unimportant for purposes of records, will be discontinued. Their place will be taken by The War-Time Tech. Hereafter, The Tech will give the news fresh, week by week, and the Review will offer the permanent resume and record. The Review cannot, then, try to reprint as fully as it did in the July and November issues the material from The Tech which it thought would be of interest to its readers.

The Review reaches over 5,000 alumni, The War-Time Tech over 2,000. This means, naturally, that some 3,000 alumni are going to miss the fresh news, the detailed news, the long interesting letters from the front, and especially the personal notes about Technology men in service which are sent out by the Washington Office. They will get this summarized to a certain extent in the Review, but they will, perforce, miss a great deal.

What are these 3,000, then, to do? There is but one answer. They must subscribe to The Tech. The Review is leading up The War-Time Tech with all its strength. It is urging its 3,000 readers who as yet do not read The War-Time Tech to remedy their omission, and keep themselves awake and in touch with the extraordinary things Technology and her adherents are doing in this war by supplementing The Review with The War-Time Tech.
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